
Wooden Stick Lamp
Instructions No. 2160
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 1 hour

With this chic DIY lamp made of wooden sticks you give any room a wonderfully warm light and conjure up a cozy mood. The table lamp is
ready made about 33 cm high.

And this is how the lamp is made:
Step 1:
Saw four square strips to a length of 33 cm each, sand the ends.

Step 2:
The lamp base has four sides of about 11.5 cm each (measure to be
sure).Transfer the measurement to the lamp foil.Use a ruler and a cutter
knife to score three lines into the foil as a folded seam at the distance of the
measurement. Fold it along these lines and cut off the protruding material.

Step 3:
Now glue the foil to the lamp base, placing glue along the cut edge as well.
Using the wood glue, glue the square strips at right angles to the corners of
the lamp base on the folded seam. 

Step 4:
By gluing the wooden spatulas across and staggered on the square strips,
you will get the attractive striped look of the table lamp.

Tip:
To craft the lamp as shown, you will need 2x the VBS wooden sticks XXL, as
well as 2x the square wooden square pine strips, 1 m, 10 x 10 mm.

Article number Article name Qty
12512 VBS Wooden spatula "Maxi", 50 pcs. 2
689397 VBS Lampbase "Cuboid" 1
686655 VBS Lamp foil "0.5 mm", 65 x 33 cm 1
130301 Mitre Cutting Kit 1
110488 Ponal express wood glue, 120 g 1
517003 Sandpaper, set of 6 1
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